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Preregistered Students: if
you do not pick up your 10
validation label by Friday,
Jan. 23, you will be
disenrolled.
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Thursday, January 22, 1976
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Special Collections

UNM Considers New· Registration Process
By Joel White
The former registrar for the
University of Albuquerque has
been appointed Associate
:Registrar at UNM effective Feb.
1, Fred Chreist, University
regi~trar yesterday announced.

The new appointment is
geared
toward
the
implementation
of
a
new
. registration process c~rrently
under consideration by the.
University.
Richard Legoza, 28, former
registrar and director of
academic services at the Univer·
sity of Albuquerque, will be
responsible
primarily
for
registration arid sc}le'duling at
UNM.
Legoza, who received a
bachelor's degree in architecture
at UNM, is currently completing
· his master's degree in public ad- ·
ministration at the University.
Although Chreist withheld the
details of the new process until significant
later in the semester, he said
u!h~re . will
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UNM Registrar Fred Chreist
changes in the
.. The intent is to change the
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Lavender Calls
Troubled '60s
'Challenging'
.

l

.

By John Kueker
- After nearly a decade in office, Vice President
for Student and Campus Affairs Harold Laven·
der has announced that he will step down from
that post July first.
One of the most popular administrators ever to
serve at UNM, Lavender·was also caught up in
the most. troubled era in the history of this
university.
hThe first major problem to occur when I was
in office was the Stokely Carmichael incident,"
said Lavender. The crisis was precipitated by an
invitation to Carmichael to speak on campus by
ASUNM's Speaker's Committee.
"The uproar was simply unbelievable,"
recalled Lavender. ''It was unthinkable to
thousands of people in this state that the students would invite this man to come to campus to
speak. The emotional reaction to Carmichael's ap ..
pearance overshadowed the actual content of his
speech.
.
. . .
·
...We were committed to the principle of
academic freedom .. The choice was clear--we
could either stick with our speaker's policy,
allowing the .students to select their own
speakers, or abrogate the principle of trea ing .
-students as adu.lts.
"The .University was morally right, but it was
certainly going against the mainstream of opinion
in the state," he said.
·
·
The Stokely Carmichael incident.was only the
first of several that shook the university during.
the activist period of the 60's. Lavender saw the
affair as ''a baptism by fire," although "the ex·
perience came in handy when dealing with the ex·
plosiveoissues.thatoccurred later," he said.
·Unlike many administrators, ·Lavender does
not look back on the days of Love Lust, the Cam-

UNM Vice.Pres. Harold Lavender
bodia riots and confrontations between student"s
and the National Guard with total horror.
"The period of activism was a difficult time to
be in an administrative position, but it was also
one of the most challenging times tC? participate
in," said Lavender. ..They were certainly
physically exhausting years, because we were on
call day and night, but they were also stimulating
in the sense that problem solving opportunities
cropped up that had never occurred before."
"I think students learned quite a bit during the
activist era," said Lavender. 11 While the tactics of
confrontation turned out not to be the best way of
accomplishing goals and solving problems, an
enormous amount of progress was made by
students during those years."
"The upheaval in the political system, the civil
rights movement'· and attitudes toward the war
were certainly alte.,ed during this period," he
said, "but t;nost importantly, students: con·
(Contlnui!d on page 7)

·.

pre-registration system,"_
Chreist said. "Walk-thro'!lgh will
be a thing of the past; if not for
the fall, then hopefully by spring
semester."
Chreist and Legoza sympathized with students who
criticized the walk-through
registration process.
"I think they've _got a
legitimate gripe concerning the
posting of closed classes during
walk-through," Chreist said. "We
gave the sectioners the means topost closed classes, but 'only a
couple took advantage of it."
The proposed changes include
the use of a class status board to
be displayed when the student
registers.
"With the class status board in
use, students will be aware of
which classes are closed while
they're registering," Legoza
said. "But everr under the new
system there will still be gripes."
. Chreist
indicated
that.
although
fhe
new
pre-
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"We needed to have the
. economic and administrative support from various areas so that
these changes could be made," he
sai<!, "and we're finally getting
this support."
Legoza will be working closely
with the academic departments
reviewing
the
scheduling
process; especially the pattern of
scheduling followed by- departments, Chreist said.

UN M ACT ·.Scores·
C-ontinue. to ·Decline
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Average scores of ent~ing UNM freshmen last fall on the
American College Test (ACT) were higher than those of other New
Mexico college-bound students who took the test, lower than the
national averages of students taking the ·test, and extended the
decline of UNM freshman ACT scores into its eighth year.
These are some of the findings in the 1975 entering class ACT
analysis done by University College Dean William H. Huber and the
UNM Testing Division.
The ACT is a national standard of measurement of a student's
achievement at a given level and time.
"When we talk about ACT scores of UNM freshmen, we are
. talking, in the main, about New Mexico students since in-state high
school graduates make up about 70 per cent of the UNM student
body,'' Huber said. · · '
· UNM President William E. Davis expressed concern about the
situation.
''I believe this is something
that the entire state should be
t j
concerned about and at aU levels
of education. While the decline in
test scores is a national
phenomenon, New Mexico seems
to be leading theopack." ~e said.
"We need to work together all
along the line--elementary .
. school, junior high, high school
and higher education to find answers to the question ofwhy our
New Mexico stud e n·t s'
educational skills, particularly
verbal and mathematical, are
continuing to drop,'' Davis said. ·
One effort to counter the trend
among UNM students Is a recently begun statewide effort to attract top~ranking students to
UNM, many of whom might at·
Dean William Huber
tend out-of-state universities.
.. This recruiting effort Is important and I'm pleased at the response
so far," Davis ·said. iiBut the ultimate answer is to work at upgrading
the educational skills of all of our New Mexico students.''
Other findings in the test analysis: the decline in ACT scores has
been sharper in the case of women students; there .is a .strong
correlation between ACT scores and college grade point averages and
between ACT scores and graduation four years hence; there has been
0

o

registration process will be
spread out. over time, that
sometimes thoere will be a high
volume of students registering,
but not 'as often as in the current
system.
"The current registration
system used at UNM is used at
the University of Albuquerque
and works fine," Legoza said,
"but they only have 3000 students. With a student population the
size of UNM's, these. changes are
necessary.

!Continued on page 7)
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First Grade Teacher Resists Rape
CHICAGO (UPJ)-A masked
gunman Wednesday 1entered a
first grade dassroom, forced the
teacher to take her clothes off in
front of her students -and attempted to rape her.
Police said the man held a gun
to the teacher's forehead, but sne
resisted and he fled with $16
from her purse.
Timothy G. King; the principal

at Simon Guggenhem Elementary School, called the 41-yearold teacher a "heroine" for
refusing to submit to the rape in
front of the 28 young children in
her class.
''It was a hysterical situation,·
but she was in control," King
said. "Anybody in that situation
who would think of her class
before herself knowing what was
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ANNOUNCING
EUROPEAN CHARTER FLIGHTS
and UNM Academic:: Program
UMMER. 1976
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- f·Regular Weeklv TGC Charters

via Denver to FRANKFURT
•Stay from 2 weeks to 4 month
•No membership requiredanybody can go
•CAB approved & operated by
CONDOR AIRLINES, World's
largest charter carrier, fully
owned by the German Federal
Government
•Convenient, same-day connec·
lions between Albuquerque and
Denver,
•ALBUQUERQUE to
FRANKFURT $455·

f

probably. coming is pretty
heroic."
The teacher stripped as ordered, then resisted· the•. attack
that ·followed. A child screamed
and others ran to King's office .
As the uproar mounted, the gunman settled for the money and
fled.
Police Lt. Joseph Curtin said
the intruder entered the mobile.
unit, about 10 feet from the main
·school building, "under a pretense of looking for a student.
"He exposed himself to the
children, but he did not lower his
trousers," Curtin said. "He tried
to rape her in' front of the class.
She begged him, 'Please don't do
this in front of the children.' She
resisted him."
The teacher, who has been at
the school for about 10 years, was
treated for minor bruises and
shock at St. Bernard Hospital
and released.

SUMMER SESSION
Interested Students
Should Contact:
The Office of International
Programs & Services
The University of New Mexico
1717 Roma,N.E.
Albuquerque, N.,M. .87131

NewMexieo

REQUEST DETAIL BROCHURE FROM ·

lntematicinal Programs & Services : Phone 2774032
Very heavy demand for June to August
Early Reservations Essential
Offered by Trans-Globe Travel Inc. of Denver.

News

By Susan Walton
The
teacher
evaluation
booklets which should have been
ready at the end of fall semester
. 1975 will not be available until
summer or fall semester 1976
because
of
Data Processing
•
• • •
t
.
prwntJes.
The evaluation program..is a
committee of the Associated
Students of UNM (ASUNM).
During November 1975 it
organized the evaluation of 100
UNM classes.
Patty Mc'Carthy, chairwoman
of the committee, resigned last

By United Press International

Grant Had Budget Woes Too
WASHINGTON-President Ulysses S. Grant had his budget
woes too as the nation was celebrating its centennial in 1876.
.The War Department was always needing new, sophisticated
weapons. This time $12,050 was budgeted for buying gatling
guns.
In foreign affairs, the U.S, needed $1500 to rent a prison for
.
American convicts in China.
· Then there was the. $809.04 in federal money lost in the
Chicago fire. And Confederate President Jefferson Davis was
'
still a problem.
Grant's budget bore little resemblance to the one submitted
Wednesday by President Ford during the nation's bicentennial.
Ford called for $394.2 billion in federal spending while Grant's
total budget was $337.9 million-less than the 1976 allocation for
the National Park Service alone.
Ford's budget is 955 pages and round figures off to the
thousands of dollars. Grant's budget was 318 pages long and
chased every lt>.st e""""s" down to the penny ..
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&x20, University P.o:. lJNM
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Editorial ·Phone (505) 2774102, 277-4202

MADRID, SPAIN
June 21- July 30, 1976
Courses in Spanish
and History
277-4032

1975 Teacher Evaluation Boo·ks
·May be. Printed One Year·Late

World

The New MexicO Daily .Lobo is published
Monday through Friday every regular week
of the University year and weekly during the
summer session by the Board of Student '

Publications of the University of New Mexico,
and is not financially associated With UNM.
Second dass postage paid at AlbuQuerque,'"
·New Mexico 87131. •Subscription rate is
$10,00 Cor the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the editorial
pag_es of The Daily Lobo are those of the
author solely. Unsigned opinion is that or.the
editorial board of T.he Daily Lobo, Nothing
printed in The Daily Lobo necessarily

represents the views of the University of New
\f~xico,

Buy2Get2
or 1/3 Off

Death, Cancer Li'nked to Pi'lls
WASHINGTON·-Medical researchers told Congress Wednesday about 400 American women die every year from heart attacks, strokes and other problems related to the use of birth contro·l pills.
·
They als.o reported increased concern about possible links between the pill and other estrogen drugs, and breast or uterine cancer, and about their unknown impact on perhaps 100,000 unborn
children every year.
. "We may yery well, this generation, have created a cancercausing epidemic," said f?en. Edward M. Kennedy, D·Mass., head
of the subconfinittee hearing the testimony.

Patty McCarthy
~eek and was not available for
comment this week. Last
semester she said the booklets
would be sold in the UNM
Bookstore on Dec. 13, 1975 .
Alfred Santistevan, ASUNM
Senate representative to the
committee said the booklets were

Di'rectors Scared Sti'ff
WASHINGTON-The National Funeral Directors Association
told Congress W cdncsdny disclosure rules proposed by the
Federal Trade CioiniJlfssioh (FTGI could force about one-fourth ot

:not· available

becau~>e

tbe

result~>

of the questionnaires were not
completed until yesterday.
"Th'ere is only one data
processer and our group had a
very low priority," he said.
James Beard, assistant director of Institutional Research said
the ASUNM teacher evaluations
were near the bottom of the list
in priority at the Data
Processing Center.
"There were two high
priorities in processing then:
final e~ams and final grade

the nation's funeral homes out of business.
The proposed FTC rules, on which the agency will open
hearings in April, would require the funeral homes to tell
customers the law does not require embalming, sealer caskets or
a vault.
Howard C. Raether, executive director of the funeral directors'
group, told a House small business subcommittee the rules could
increase costs to, the public-which he said now average
.
$1128-although they are designed to reduce them.
As a result of the FTC proposals, he said, "An effect which
already has taken place is that the blanket indictment of funeral
director.s by the FTC has caused a suspicion of them among many
people.''

USCF Chess Master. Spencer Lucas, wilt play a
simultaneous exhibition Thursday at 7 p.m. in
SUBRm. 231 B&C. Bring chess sots if possible.

On All Sale .
Merehandise

UNM Rtiggers, neW a_nd old, organizational

rq.ecting. election of new officers and" plans for trip
to Mardi Gras. Johnson Field at. 4 p.m. Thursday
UNM Ski Club 'meeting Thurs. Jan. 22, 7:30

p.m. in the old coUeehouse of t.he SUB. Movie it.nd
door prizes. Teltudde Trip··Feb. 6,7,8. Winlcr
Carnivai·Red River, March 5,6,7. Sign up before
they're full.
The Folksong Club invites students, faculty,
and guests to come sing and/or play your favorite
lolkGongs Thurs. 7to JOp.m., SUD Rm. 250 A&B.
Sorority Informal Rush starts Sunday, Jan. 25;
·ends Jan. 28.. Sorority rush and pledge continues
through the semester. Deadllne tor this rush
period is jan, 23. Contact Stu~cnt Aetivities Ccn•

ter, second floor SUB, for further info.

General Store
.

Intermediate workshops on Ballroom Dancing
with begin Thursday 7 p.m., Carlisle G}'m Rm.
101.'

ki ;:

New .Winter Hours
10 - 9 Monday - Saturday
12- G_Sunday
!'

Finest
Headshop in the Southwest
'

UNM Ballroom Dance Club will hold a
meeting Friday nfghl at. 7 p.m. in Carlisle Gym,

distributing

The Novus
Professionals!
Our Price

List.... $29.95

· • Eight digit L.E.D. display
with full-floating decimal
• A three~level stack plus
separate accumidating memory• Plus much more.

Our Price

Rm.lOJ.
-Madrid, Spain inrormalion meeting. All in-

vited, coffee served, International center, 1B08
Las Lomat>NE, Frid'ay, Jan. 23, 1-4 p.m.

Jan. 22, or call L.ouieat 268·9774.

.'-'Everything Must Go"

~ 11~~ .. ;

,reports," .he said.
"We also need a new chairman
Beard said the center did not and pro)jably two new aides." ·
have time 'to run any of the
The chairmanship and aide
teacher evaluations before the positions are work-study jobs
exams and grades were run.
which pay by the hour and
Santistevan said, "Patty students may apply for the
talked. to the center about it and positions in room 242 of the New
the impression was that it would Mexico Union Building (SUB).
take three to seven days to have
"The volunteers and the comit processed.
_ mittee did a .fantastic job last
"We finished the q.uestion- semester and put in a lot of hard
naires Nov. 26 and thqugllt we work," he s.aid.
would get the material back in a
Student-run ev.aluations of
week and then 'have another professors were first tried at
week to get 'the booklet ready," UNM during the late 1960's,
he said.
They
were
discontinued,
Alan Wilson, president of
ASUNM said the professors who
participated in the evaluation
should have· received the results
of the questionnaires by now. He
said he hoped they would call in
their reactions to the results so
the committee will know if any
'revisions in ·the process are
necessary.
"We learned from our
mistakes and next time it should
go more smoothly~· he said.
Santistevan said, "The difficulty now, I think, is that it
won't help any students this
semester to decide which courses · ''* ·
look good.
'~ •
"So the committee will have to
Alfred Santistevan
decide whether to· make the however, a few years ago when
booklet a large one, combining several members of the faculty
this semester's and last's data or complained that the evaluation
put out two of them," he said.
process being'Used was unfair.
He said the committee used
·The program seemed. to be
the University of Kansas' well received by the faculty last
evaluation form after looking at semester.
several
other university's
"It's an extremely difficult job
"qiJedioi\ililtr.<!S'. --n·s. J>osstble~w.,;:; J:n-c.onstruct a good que~>tionnaire
may change the form this that- would apply to all teachers
semester, if the committee thinks at the University and all classes,"
we should," he said.
· said Art Steger, chairman of the
This semester, 'Santistevan ·math department. 'A freshman
said the committee . would . math course is totally different .
probably have the data compiled from an upper division literature
after mid-term and during the course. If the questionnaire is
spring break to make sure they done poorly, it can create serious
have the information before the counterproductive effects."
endofthesemester.
David Kidd, a· biology
"We need a lot of input from professor, said, "It's failed in the
students, about the program and past, but that doesn't mean it will
for volunteer help in distributing fail now. I'll participate in the
the exam questionnaires, he said. program if I'm asked."

La Belles

ATIENTION CB'ers
Order the CB Book

Coast to coast
lingo

Call now for a free hair analysis,
·consultation, and sketch of what
vour hair will look like.

Notionally distributed .

"The Book" Co.
P.O.Box14
Stillwater. OK 74074

.lllCOCanci?laria NE
~~~~

Application forms lor the N.M. State Summer
Intern Program are available at the Career Scr•
vices Center, 2nd floor, Mesa Vista-South.
Deadline is Aprill.

Home Economics Club meeting ()R Thursday,
Jan. 22at 7 p.m. jn the Simpson Room.
The American Indian History Project will con·
duct further research on developing· curriculum
materials- for the Dept~ or Educ. tbis semest~r.
Aead'emle credit. can be arranged by Native .
American Studies.

List...$39.95

Arabesque Paper Enterprises
Retailers of Fine, Imported Artist's Papers

• 8 digit display
with full·floating
decimal

Stock up on the 'best in drawing, printmaking ahd watercolor papers for the winter and spring at the best prices
in Albuquerque.
,
We Stock:
· '·
); ;~ g
Arc:htt~ Cover
Arehes Sn&uu:reen
CosniOt Blottiill

Rives BFK
Classk Watercolor
German Etehing

Rives Light Weil;ht

J; Green Watereolor
Hosho
Rivea. Heavy Welght. .•
Copperl)late
Shocun

More than 50 additional varieties of pap-ers may ·be ordered.
Samples and paper available at our retail outlet:

• Plus tnuch more
lrom
National Semiconductor

Consumer Products

Send $2.00 check or money order

It'• a 1ol·la•Pa·1oo•Za (Vni•~x) Hair Deslgre
1123 Centrall'E
M2ffiffi

Beginning square dance lessons, Cirst (our
weeks free. Come and give it a try. Johnson Gym
rm. 176,7 p;m. Thursdays.

I·

McCharris Gallery
309 Cornell S.E.
266-0783
Bulk sales ot 50 sheets or more at large discounts. Get your class together and make one large
order to smvc lime· and money.

--tBBel/etl
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Daily Lo_bo

Letters
Editorials
Qpjnions

Pe.rspective

An Investigation Of ,The JFK Assassination
Editor's Note: Much controversy
has centered around the
assassinati'on o'f the late
President John F. Kennedy as to
whether Lee Harvey Oswaldwas
the sole man responsible or
whether it was a ~;onspiracy. Additional deb'ate included whether
the investigation by the Warren
Commission was in fact ' ham· pered or covered up.
The following letter and
opinion was rece~ved during the
Chmtmas break. Due to its
length, only the first part will be
run in this edition with the
remain.der · to run in a later
edition.

Editorial
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The Evaluation
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Due to either a goof up or the lack of concern on someone's
part, ASUNM student government is out almost $3000 and all there
will be to show for it is a one-year-old evaluation of several univer-.j<
sity faculty.
·
~ · Last fall the ASUNM Senate allocated $3000 toward the com~ pilation and publication of ari evaluation of several of the University
faculty. Though the practice of publishing a teacher evaluation
~ookh'lt had been dormant for a few years, there was a strong sentiment that the custom be renewed and funded properly.
A Teacher Evaluation Committee was set up financed and a
chairperson appointed. Students went to vari~us faculty and
cl~sses and had students fill out the questionnaires. The questionnaires were gathered and the responses were prepared to be fed into one of the University computers for the tallied results.
It was at this point that the situation became confusing. Apparently the committee was put on the lowest priority with the
computer while the chairperson was under the impression that the
results would be ready within a few days (at least according to
Senate representative.)
The results have just now been delivered and we are informE!d
that the teacher evaluation booklet will be available this summer or
next fall semester.
The excuses from the committee and the computing center have
now been heard; Committee--"We were under the impression ... "
Data Processing--"Final exams and final grades were top priority."
Now the blame must lie· with either the committee who did not
get their facts straight or with Data Processing which is already
slow and was closed down for that ridiculous two week paid
vacation during Christmas break, done to cut utility bills.
Money has been wasted on what will be an outdated evaluation.
We would like an explanation from the chairperson of the Teacher
Evaluation Committee (who has just resigned) and some sort of investigati?n from the University Computer Use Committee which by
the way IS supposed to have a representative from AS UN M.
·

~
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by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY
TOMORRIJW
MORNIN6,
SIR.?
1

lJIJf, 5/R.-WHAT
AfJOIIT yO/}fl. NEIAJ
W!WTYO/J YtA'!:S PARTY?
Yf.~-I

10BOOKI/5
SOMfiS6ATS ••
I

\'DEAR AtfL: 1HE AMERICANS ARE GONE, I 11-IINK. l11E RUSSIANS ARE GOING 100,
UNDER 11-IE CIRC(JMSTANCES Af\l30LA IS MAYBE NO PLACE FOR A CUBAN, I THINK ...

Edr.he'lnadequa~ies
·
Why must s!udents co~tinually
suf.fer . the madequac1es of
reg1strat1on? It seems that the entire inept energies of this Univer-

qt u.NM's Registration

s1ty are conttnually diverted to
making it iml?ossible to ~ake the
co~rse~ reqwred by th1s same
un1vers1ty.
Are there no telephone lines

Officiating
In
The
NFL
Sports Editor:
·
l.would lik~ to reply to the letter by T.R. Teeple in Tuesday's LOBO
Which complatned about the officiating in tha NI=L.
We all have heard about the 10 or 12 ''disputed" calls of the past
season. We've even seen fans in Washington file a case in court about
that infamous Mel G!ay catch which might very well have cost the Redskins the season. And nobody can forget the Minnesota whiskey bottle.
In defense we've heard every variety of questionable suggestions including instant replay on the sidelines. Perish the thought of a six-hour
game. In all this I feel that we've missed the point.
Above all, football' (even in the N FU is a game and if officials can be
trusted at all, let their decisions stand as impartial and final. "Zebras" are·
human too. May I suggest that Mr. Teeple and the other staunch critics
try officiating one quarter in any game. Their cries of inadequate 'will be
forever stilled.
As a head linesman, I can guarantee it.
George J. Davis
r--~~----------------;....--,

Wanna SeeM LOBO?

between cashiers registration and
the library? Does~'t anyone at the
library know when books are
t
d
f
'd? 1
•k
re durt~e d orf lntes l?a 1 th amd SIC
an rre o re urmng ose amn
books and having · the people at
registration say that I haven't paid
a fine.
.
Maybe th.ese library people are
too busy painting colorful and
modern

signs

on

the

walls to

worry about running a library,
As for the lines at registration, I
was told that there was a foul up
in the computers. This has got to
be the best excuse to use because
who in the hell is going to go over
to a building and punch out a
machine. I for one am not stupid
enoughto believe that the
machine does everything on its
own. There is some mental
midget who has to feed stuff to
the computer.
I cannot blame the University itself for all of the problems of
registration because there are
people who abuse preregistration
by signing up for classes they
have no intention of taking to obtain the full-time status necessary
to avoid standing in lines.
Jim Johnson

F/Nii, BUTWHAT

/1B()(JT Alt. 71-16
VOI)f(A ANI)Rf/M1/MM.:z
AJJ() Til& IIA/..F
Gf/55SU!tU 1</to OFCIJI$ ?I
\

IIAV& 70
·C/WCft. IT.
\

The New Mexico Daily LOBO is now conducting its
semester drive for reporters, muckrakers and assorted
literary sodomists. If you would like to write, report, take pic·
tures or play center .for the Undefeated Daily LOBO Basketball team and connosieurs of Kentucky Beau, then drop by
Marron Hall Rm. 138 and talk to one of the editors, Any signs
of writing talent will be frowned upon.

·Editorial
Unsigned

Board

editorials
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Editor:
I am writing you to urge your
support of H. R. 204 sponsored by
Congressman Henry B. Gon.zalez of
·Texas, which would reopen the investigation of the Kennedy
assassinations.
Er.closed is a copy of information
I have provided Congressman Gonzalez and Senator John Tower as
well as other members of the
Senate Select Committee to Study
Governmental Operations With
Respect to Intelligence Activities
and the House Select Committee
on Intelligence.
I have· summarized information
developed in an investigation which
has been in progress for over eight
years in · the Kansas CityIndependence, Missouri area which
probed the Kennedy assassination
and background events.
In a real sense it was and is a
continuance of the Warren Commission. Earl Warren, Harry
Truman, and Justice Douglas as
well as others in government con,ducted.the.inquiry.
.
·•
No assessment of the intelligence function can be considered complete without access to
tapes that the FBI and others have.
FBI Director Kelley also participated ·in the eight year in·
vestigation. You will understand
why there has been a concerted effort to invalidate this investigation
and prevent public disclosure.
·
Rex J. Swartz

*

doctors and detective agency
operatives, and other political interests, directly tied to organized
crime. The evidence developed is
over w he I min g . There is
corroborating testimony on all
critical issues. It goes without
saying that all involved taped the
proceedings. One unidentified lay
mental health group indicated it
would tape all of the investigation
from beginning to end. The
Western Missouri Mental Health
Center threatened to extend the in"
vestigation for many years in order
to preclude any organization outside of government being able to
finance the project. From the outset there were efforts to. confuse
testimony and distort and disguise
information. This confusion often
masked information and left interpretation to authorities. In the
end, hopefully, the "authorities"

would have the only complete set
of tapes and would impose their interpretation.
The content of the investigation
has .ramifications of fantastic
proportions and an impact even
more critical and tragic than the
death of President Kennedy. It explains events in World War.JI, the
Cold War era, and contemporary
affairs. Any meaningful assessment
of intelligence operations and the
assassination of President Kennedy
is incomplete without access to the
tapes of this investigation. Given
the background information in the
KC-Indepimdence
investigation,
the present inquiry on domestic intelfigence becomes a calculated
divers.ion and cover-up. Let me
detail this by bringing out the main ·
points of the ·investigation and interpreting events which have come
to light in recent months with
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By Rex J. Swartz
I have information which I want
to bring .to your attention with
regard to you'r review of domestic
intelligence operations.
For over eight years I have participated in an investigation centered ih the Kansas City·lndependence, Missouri;area
dealing with the
Kennedy
assassination. The prime-movers of
this investigation were Harry
Truman, Earl Warren,~and Justice
Douglas. Clarence Kelly also participated in his capacity as Chief of
Police of Kansas City and later as
Directorofthe FBI.
The investigation was conducted
with an electronic. device capable
of recording and projecting sound
and pictures. It is a device commonly used by detective agencies
and mental hospitals to manipulate
behavior by imposing thoughts,
emotional reactions, and physical
acts. It' a also usea .for .su.Veillance
and clandestine· communications.
Only a similar device can monitor
" these activities. A number of
groups came into the inquiry including TV newsmen and interested mental health groups.
The premise was that Lee Harvey
Oswald was manipulated by this
device into assassinating President
Kennedy. The group which employed Oswald as their tool is based
in Kansas City and composed of

. .. and you can

CHARGE IT
At Radio Shack

SENSATIONAL 43% DISCOUNT ON
AM-FM 2/4-CHANNEL RECEIVER!
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A dual performer! Our QTA-720 delivers
superb stereo and opens the world of
4-channel when you add a second pair of
speakers. Exclusive Glide-Path®
... volume/balance.controls,;tape.iinputs/' · , ,•·
outputs, tuning meter and much more.
A terrific audio value! Reg. 229.95

OUR MOST POPULAR AM-FM
STEREO RECEIVER AT 35% OFF!
Music lovers appreciate our STA-47 with
such outstanding features as main/remote
speaker switch, tape inputs/outputs with
monitor, magnetic phono input. Plus
,.
4-speaker capability, tuning meter,
headphone jack. An ideal receiver at a great
low price! Reg. 199.95

2930 Central South East 11;.;·1
256·9329
MA TANDY CORPORATION COMPANY •
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reference to aspects of the Ken- . creating a diversion to be recorded ~
nedy case:
by photographers on the scene if it a;:
There is a second Oswald. The existed at all.
(I)
significance, however, lies in the
The KC group which calls itself ei.
name becoming a codeword'for the "Politics," had an early interest in 2
assassination plot and signifying a General Edwin .A. Walker. It wasn't tj
psychiatric model applicable to an accident of fate that he was ""
several areas of implementation committed to the Federal Detenand at .least two targets. The tion Center for mental patients at t"
Charles Whitman shoot-out in Springfield, Mo. One of those im- g.
Austin is a case in point.
plicated in the Kennedy 0
Given the psychiatric In· assassination is a look-alike of
struments capable of projecting Wall<er. who was Oswald's trial run.
and ·recording sound ana pictures
At times, names and places apas well as imposing behavior, e.g., pear which are factual but if they
emotions, thoughts, ideas, physical appear in a distorted context which t..?
acts, Oswald could have passed a is discredited often enough, the .!>:>
polygraph test as well as a voice truth may also be discredited. ~
stress analysis. The sound of shots Some of those in the conspiracy to ~
from the grassy knoll was projected assassinate a president were at Atas a diversion to allow Oswald to sugi airbase in Japan during World
escape. The shadowy appearance War II but were not marines but
of a man holding a rifle in that area soldiers of the 11th Airborne
was a projected picture also Division.

Most itern"ii- also avallablfl

at Radio _Shtlc~ O.alers.
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PIRG Coordinates
Drug Price Research

~Paid,

Unpaid
iASUNM Jobs
!.... Open to Stude-nts
.....

An ecpnomics problem course will investigate the popular issue of
brand named drug prices versus the price of their generic counterparts.
.
The course, Economics 451' is taught by Prof. David Hamilton and
does not require class attendance. The Nllw Mexico Public Interest
Research Group (PIRG) is coordinating the research on prices.
Thll purpose of the study is to promote bills in the state legislaturll
which would legalize the substitution of generic named drugs (which,
are less expensive) for the brand named drugs doctors prescribe.
This. course offers three hours credit and may be added through
centralized Drop/ Add in Johnson G;xm this week or in the
registration center in Bandelier East next week.
Students signing up for the course should go to thll PIRG office in
Mesa Vista for pharmacy assignments to gather price information.
At the end of the sllmllster, students will compile data and makll
graphs of thll prices.
·
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ASUNM is ~urr11nt!y searching
for interested students to serve
onsevet•al important committees. Several choice paying
positions are open, including
Popular Entertainment Committee (PEG) chair, Treasurer,
chairmanship of the Teacher
Evaluation Committee and
several work-study positions
There are also openings on
such committees as the Radio
Board, Student Publications
Board, Entrance and Credits
Committee, Campus Planning.
Committee,Registration Committee and the Intramural and
Recreat.ion Board.
The choicest prize among the
above is the PEC chairmanship.
The job pays well (the chairman
can set his or her own hours) but
also involves dealing with people
a former PEG chairman (who
wished to remain anonymous)
described as "utter bastards."
Applicants should be warned
that stoking the star making
machinery can turn out to be far
less glamorous than is generally
imagined. Promoters tend to be
an egotistic lot, managers have
the infuriating habit of cancelling
shows at the last minute and performers sometimes make
requests that most sane people
would consider unreasonable.
There is a furthur disad·
vantage-competition.
Several
members of the committee are
jockeying for the top
spot. Needless to say, the PEC
chairmanship is no place for

amatuers ...or those prone to
ulcers.
The 'rreasurer's duties includll
preparing the budget, klleping a
tight rein on the accounts of the
various ASUNM organiz11tions
(at least ten of which can be counted on to spend themselves into
deficit on a moment's notice) and
put up with abuse from the
ASUNM Senate (who can also be
counted on to spend themselves
into deficit at a moment's notice).
The only other chairm,anship
available is that of the Intramural and Rec Board, which
involves overseeing thll smooth
functioning of UNM's intramural
program, paying attention to thll
ultimate
destination
of
allocations to various groups
(when ASUNM lays out the
money for a kayak, they don't expllct the student's money to go
toward a beer bust) and in taking
care of the equipmlll)t. If playing
with balls is your bag, this
position is for you.
The ill-starred Teachllr
Evaluation Committee will try to
reorganize in the Spring
semester. There are several
work-study positions available
with this group. If you don't
qualify for work-study, forget
about being paid.
Charged with the laudable
mission of evaluating the
teaching (or non-teaching as the
case may be) habits of UNM's ace
staff, Sllnator Alfred Santistevan's brainchild has been

Tom McGuire

Torr:ey Baird

gllnllrally ineffectivll for the "last defend the student body from the
semestllr, due to a combination of dual heresies of George Hanover
incompetence
and
Data and pseudonyms.
Processing indiffllrence.
The Radio Board oversees the
The committllll has. the poten- . w o r k i n g s o f K U N M , t h e
tial to do some good in guiding . Registration Committlle recomstudents through the university mends needed changes in the
inaze. Student evaluators are registration system, and no one
urged to enlist now.
has the slightllst idea what CamThe Office of Research and pus Planning does.
Consumer Affairs has an opening
Although obscure, the Enfor a researcher. This position is trance and Credits Committee is
also work-study. ORCA is in- in fact extremely important to
volved in sevllral important arllas students. Outgoing chairman
of consumer protection and in- Tom McGuire noted that "It is
formation. Run by a strange little very important that the small
·Scottsman with a flaming red voice of student rllpresentation
bllard, ORCA may just bll the , not be lost by default."
best last hope of Western Civ"Silvllral issues of significance
ilization.
Mllmbership on the various
.boards and committells may
satisfy even the most
discriminating campus participant.The
Student
Publications Board oversees the
operations of thll Thunderbird
and thll LOBO. Board melltings
are generally dull, but there is
always a chance that Pub Board
members will be called on o
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... UNM ACT Scores

were dealt with by EandC,"he
said. "The most visible issue,
most vocal in its implllmllntation
was that of the higher entrance
re'quirements.I attempted to introduce alternative mechanisms
for admission without succllss.
"Primarily because of my efforts, the procedure by which
persons who do not meet the
proposed standards arll revillwed
has been changlld.
Students interested in involving themselves with thll
workings of student govllrnmllnt
should contact the ASUNM officll
on the second floor of the SUB or
call
277-5528.

(Continued from page 1)

little relative change in the family income backgrounds of UNM freshman students during the past eight years.
The ACT tllst covers the student's proficillncy in English,
mathematics, social sciences and natural sciences. Scores in each of
. the areas are recorded as a composite of all.
Hubllr's statistics show that the mean compositll scorll of UNM entering freshmen was well above thll national mean through 1972, hit
at about the national average in 1973 and plunged below it in 1974 and
1975.
"Onll of thll disturbing elements in this study and one which has a heavy implication for University's educational program, is the number of students in low-scoring ACT ranks," Huber said.
"In 1967 ,'' hll said, "9.3 per cent of our freshman students, for example, had English ACT scores at the lowest ranks--from 1 to 15.
"This past fall 33.9 pllr Cllnt were in that catllgory. Sincll we had
ACT scores for 2857 frllshmen, that means that 1142 of them scorlld
low on the English portion of the test, indicating that many of thllm ·
probably need remedial work,"
In the othllr categories tested, 43 per cent had scores of 15 or less in
'mathematics; 44.2 per cent in social studies, and 23.4 per cent in
natural sciences. All represent dra,matic numllrical and percentage increases from 1967 and substantial increases over 1974.
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Bridge
Calligraphy
Ceramics
Certified Prof. Secretary 11
Cooking- for Hunters and Fishermen
Creatilie Stitchery for Cldthing
Creative Wrillng: Fiction
Cross Country Skiing
Dulcimer Playing
Edible Plants of !he Rocky Mt. Region
Ex1•loring the Uni'vcrse
Fabric Colla_ge and Construction.!!
The Figure: Drawing and Painting
Fire and Clay
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21 20 Centr.al S.E.
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Ac_countlng Principles
Adobe Design and Construclton
Alternatives for Women
The American Male
Approaches to .Enligfltenmcnt
Archeology oft he Southwest
Assertion Skills
Astrology Contini,Jcd
Automobile Maintenance
Backgiimmon
Ballroom Dancing
Bicentennial Dances
Bicycle Repair
Birds of New- Me>elco

109 Mesa IE

$15~50

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
DIVISION OF CONTINUING EDUCATION
AND COMMUNITY SERVICES
.
\
Community College
Spring 1976
Non-Credit Course Schedule

Christian Student-Center
130 Girard NE
. 265-4312.

Spring Courses

FishfngthcRunoltin N.M.
The Folk Culture or Northern N.M.
Fte(lhfl.nd DRawing
French II
Gaming·Casino Style
Gardening tor Spring and Summer
Gerriu&n II
Golf
Govt._ Conlract Administration
Graphology
·
Guitar, Classical and fi'olk
Harmc:miea 1 Beg. and Continued
Historic Archeology: Field Session
Historic l'otlery oft he S.W.
History of N.M. and S.W. (1821-1916)
Homemndc Breads
How to be Single Agai11
1--Iow-WoiTh~n Find Jobs
Ice Skating
Individual1nc.ome Tn1e Returns

Greek 1412 · N.T. Greek 9:00 · 10:30 am M·W-F
Bible 1302 N.T. Survey 10:30 am · 12:00 T·T
Bible 3201 · O.T. Survey 6:30 · 9:30 prrl Tues.
Bible~3359 - Gospel of John 10:30 am - 12:00 M-W
Register at the Christian Student Center or at first class.
$5.00 · Full Credit

•

Enroll In A
Bible Course For Credit

Indoor Plants
Halionll
Jewelry Making, Beg. and Adv.
Landscape Painting
Lt'athcr: Contemporary Art Media
Legislators, Lobbyists and Laws
Lung Diseases: Causes and Living With
Them
MajJong
-Middle Eastern Cooking
NavajoJI

Nutrition For Now
Painting, Beginning
Patcllwork and Quilting
Personal Money Management
Persanal Notetaking
PhotograrhY
Photography: Darkroom Tccllniqucs
Physical}'itness for Adults
Piano l, II
'
Problem Solving Teehniqucs
Real Estate .for the Investor
Recreation Vehicle Know~How
Recycling Clothing
Regional American Cooking
Santa Fe Opera 1976
SCUBA Diving
The Short Story
Slide Photography
Small Engine Repair
Snowshoeing
Solar Energy in the Home
Spanish !,II, Ill, IV, V
Speed Reading
Spinning and Weaving
The Stor~ of Albuquerque
SWimn1lng';.Bcg. and ImproVement.
TaiGhi Chih
T'ai Chi Chiilatt
.
Typewriting for Beginners
Using thl! Voice In Business
The Viclorian Novel on Film
\'{atercolor
\Veavings and Wallhttngings
Winter Trout. Fishing inN ."M.
Women As They See Themselves
Woodcarving
Woodworking
Yoga, Hatha

Free Community College Bulletin

J

available now at the Student Information Center
& at 805 Yale, NE.
•

Lavender Recalls Years as V . P .
(Continued rrom page 1)

sciousness was affected profoundly."
Part of the difference in · students' consciousness. can be Sllen in the relationship betWilen the students and the university.
"There has been a significant shift of emphasis,
particularly in thll former role the deans played
as surrogate parents," s.aid Lavender.
"While many students remain skeptical of the
university, seeing it as an impersonal monolithic,
impenetrable · institution, I think that more
. students are becoming aware that thll institution
is more approachable than formerly," he said .. ,
Lavllnder does not see a return to the old ways
of running the university. "We might' go back to
the forms of prior days, but not the substance,"
he said. "The off-with-his-head type of treatment
at. the hands of a dllan will remain a thing of the
past."
Lavender is proudest of the change which his
office has made in its attitudes vis-a-vis students
during his administration .
"I can't honestly say that we made the right
decisions all the time," said Lavender, "but the
· university is still intact. I won't claim any crlldit

for that, but on the balance I think we came qut
reasonably well."
There y<ere times when it looked as if the
University might not survive at all, let alone intact. Relations with the legislature reached a
nadir during the "Love Lust" incident. A
teaching as&istant at UNM, Lionel Williams,
asked his 101 English class to read an allegedly
obscene poem, creating a furor among,
legislators, parents and certain Congressional
candidates in District 2.
When the incident first came to public attention, Lavender was scheduled to speak before
the Legislative University ·Study Committee.
Describing his day in Santa Fe as "pretty
rugged," Lavender llXpressed fascination at the
change which has transformed the LUSC from its
former adversary position to one of advocacy for
the universities.
"I really have enjoyed having the kind of contact I've had with studllnts," said Lavllndllr. "It
has been personally rllwarding evlln in thll
toughest times. It has been impossible to
separate the official role from the human role in
this job."
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Speed Reading·
Course To Be
Taught In
A~buque~;que Area
The New Mexico Reading Lab, of Roswell,
will offer·a 4 week course in speed reading
to a limited number of qualified people in the
Albuque_rque area. A person is required to attend only one 2 1/2 hour class per week, on
the evening of their choice for 4 weeks only. '
The course guarantees to triple the person's
'r~ading speed with a marked improvement
in comprehension and concentration. The
guarantee, however, is a bare minimum as
the average graduate will read 7 to 10 times
faster. They can read almost any average
book in less than one hour.
For those who would like additional inforniation, a series of free, one hour orientation lectures . have been· scheduled. At
these free lectures the course will be explained in complete detail, incl.uding;
classroom procedures, instruction methods,
dass schedule and a special 1 time only in-·
troductory tuition that is less than one-third
the cost of similar courses. You must' attend
only one of the free meetings for complete
details. You may at.tend any of the meetings
for infonnaiion · about the Albuquerque
classes.
These orientations are open to the public,
above age 14, (persons under 1S should be
:accompanied by a parent if possible.)
If you have always wanted to be a speed
r~ader but found the cost prohibitive or the
course';too time consuming, •. now you can!
Just by attending 1 evening per week for 4
short weeks you can read 7. to 10 times
faster, concentrate better ~np comprehend
more.

If you are a: student who would like to
make A's instead of B's or C's or if you are
a business person who wants to stay
abreast of today's everchanging accelerating
world, then this course is an absolute
necessity. These Free one hour meetings will
be held at the following times and places:
Tuesday January 20 at 6:30 pm
and again at 8:30 pm
Wednesday January 21 at 6:30
pm and again at 8:30 pm
Thursday January 22. at 6:30 pm1
and again at 8:30 pm
Friday January 23 at 6:30 pm
and again at 8:30 pm
Saturday January 24 at 10:30 am
and again at 1:30 pm
Monday January 26 at 6:30 pm
and again at 8:30 pm
Tuesday January 27 at 6:30 pm
and again at 8:30 pm
These meetings. will be held in
room 250-c Student Union Bldg,
University of New Mexico. Please
be on time.
Room, 501 Coors NW.
If you are a businessman, student, wife or
executive, this course which took 5 years of '
intensive. researc[l to develop, is a must You'
can read 7-10 times faster, comprehend
more, concentrate better, and remember
longer. Students are offered an additional
discount. This course can be taught to in·
dustry or civic groups at "Group rates" upon
request. Be sure to attend whichever free
9rir.ntation that fits in your· schedule.
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macho Reynolds Upstages i nelli
In Diminished, Strained 'Lad~'

ln··Thtee Pnttsl

in parts I & II panned the story.
. The woman becomes thirty feet
No, my friends, I am afraid
tall because of the energy the your escapades do not qualify for
men gave her and confuses the · the title of high-camp or lowNazis by placing a golden apple camp. No-camp would be more
in front of the ranks, The rock like it. It is a dreamworld full of
festival is then saved because the the cliches of the flower children
intelligent porpoises .have built a ·
pontoon bridge which is used to
take the festival-goers away from
the danger; when the nasty army
tries to follow (naturally) the
-b r i d g e is b I o wn u p a n d
(naturally) ·the army drowns
along with (naturally) the AMA.
It is a ridiculous series of events
and · I can't keep from
Iaug,hingHAR HAR HAR.
· You have to be the dumbest
son of a bitch on record. Not only
that, but you are making 'the
story a mockery in the eyes of
.your readers. They will not be interested in reading the book after you get through with it. I am
doing the public a favor. Through
me, they can get an idea of what
the story'is like. I am assuming
they have average or above intelligence--more than I c·an
assume for some of you--and let
them decide if your story is worth their time. It is unfortunate of Haight-Ashbury. The flower
you are the only source for 20,000 withers in time; nostalgia on the
young peopk to get ·their· first part of the writers condemns it to
and.maybe only impression of the the dust of a warehouse
book. HAR HAR HAR! "Young somewhere in New York City.
people" HAR HAR HAR! "Young You know nothing at all! You
people!" You poor schmucks ·can haven't even touched our
only repeat the conceptions of philosophy, the difference betyour creators. •We are free ween us and our opposites. You
thinking peopk. You yourself ad- mean the combination of every
mitted the opposite in the third conceivable thought? You talk so
part of ·this trilogy, when Joe much in this story I couldn't
realized some of the events were follow. Some of it was explained
happening because ,all of you before the preceding step was
were in a book. I quote from page fully developed. This time170 of "Leviathan" in which you dilation effect destroyed the
said--quote--"It's the truth. I can thing called continuity.
You missed the point of the
fool the rest of you, but I can't
fool the reader," It was either a story completely. Are you
horrible mistake on the part of talking about the idea. that
Shea and Wilson to admit that, or everything is a conspiracy? That
you have more inteUigence than five people were ready to shoot
your creators. My computer, John Kennedy in Dallas, one of
FUCKUP, wrote the novel, not the five being your agent
any human beings. You are the Dillinger? That Hitler, the Soviet
fuckup, Hagbard. Dell Books, the Communists·and Republican conpublisher, has the novel listed servatives are part of a giant
under science fiction. Get that, plan that has existed since the
science fictitm. Fiction is that fall of Atlantis? I can't buy it,
part of literature that is not true. Hagbard. You fool! We just
Then how am I here talking to saved the world, and you laugh at
you? You can't stand to be pan- us! You will see!
Take a hike, Hagbard.
ned. Even the fictitious reviewer
{Continued from page 8}
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manentizing the Eschaton on
Fernando Poo. Not because the
Eschaton was on Poo, but
because it was· time. That's as
best as I can explain it: Hey who
is this guy? he's making a mess of
the story that we were in. You
think you got probkms he didn't
even mention me, me who
opened the story I didn't mention
you, Fubar, because you are a
minor character, one of many introduced that are given a few
lines then pushed under the
swelling tide of Shea & Wilson
humanity. Now let me continue ...
The magazine's reporter,
George Dorn, is in prison when
the story opened . .Or opens. Tense in the story is something
generally ignoreq. Haven't you
ever heard of time flow, man, like
the Tramalfordians do?
Pricefixer, what are you doing
here? You were killed. You
haven't got that far yet. Well
you're still dumb. I. don't think
you got Tramalfordians spelled
right. You don't either. I know
that.Do you? Now shut up.
Now enter Simon and his
girlfriend Mary Lou, who have
been tripping on sex. That's
crude, man. It had. a lot to do with
zen. I don't care, it's not important. To me it is. Yeah, but
where is Mary Lou now? .That's
crude, man.
Skipping much of the tripping,
Dorn is busted from the prison

carry this off, it was up to me to
save the world. For what? To
satisfy your own pleasure, which
you pursue now that the world is
safe for Hagbard Celine. You
have contributed nothing since.
Your actions were the cause that
made California the modern-day
Atlantis. You idiot! After what I
did, I should be abie to retire. If of your Illuminati were a little
it weren't for my expertise clearer and if you Illuminati
(what's that?) shut up!- weren't always at each other's
operating the golden submarine throats then, THEN I might be
and finding Atlantis and the able to read the damn thing.
intelligen"t dolphins who in turn You're too much of a stuck in the
helped me find the opening to mud. When a new literary effort
that lake in Bavaria and save the comes along you won't accept it. I
people at the rock festival. The would accept it if it were a true
rock festival. That's a laugh. literary effort.
Of course, all of the evil is inEvt:rything iii this book is so out·
dated it is a pity. The cal"'nate in rock and roll mu::;ic ..
psychedelics, the drugs, the long- Everybody knows "that" music is
hair freaks .. .Peopk still take the devil personified. And Shea
drugs, go to rock concerts and and Wilson are not to leave it out.
have long hair. Sure, those who Take the case of the AMA.
The AMA is a rock group, in
cannot bear to see it all die.
whose
music all the evil is conTimes, styles and fads change.
centrated.
At the Bavarian rock
A'uthors w·ho write about outfestival,
from
which the evil
moded things will soon fade to
machinery
will
come,
the AMA
obscurity.
.
·
plays
a
song.
Deep
down
under a
Why do you think Atlantis, the
lake,
an
army
of
dead
Nazis
wait,
orie you discovered, fell to that
radical idiot, what's his name? complete with tanks, artillery
Because the Atlantians were and aircraft. The sonic vibrations
BORED. That pretty utopia on from the AMA's music will bring
the cover of volume two, with the this army back to life, they will
man and girl in cut-off jeans march up and slaughter the
(jeans, for pity sake! Even the people at the festival, t,hen take
clothes are cliche!) and nothing the world over for themselves.
else standing on the bow of your But their plans are thwarted by
bright submarine--it would soon Hagbard's valiant group (made
bore anybody. After they make up of New York cops, Dorn,
love a couple times, your good- Simon, Mary Lou, the man who
looking couple will soon be nearly raped Dorn, the magazine
asking "What next?" The pur- editor, and John Dillinger) who
pose of the Illuminati, my myopic wor.k their magic by making love
friend, was to keep the F;nemy I to a woman who is each man:'s
never did figure out who that version of the Ultimate Woman.
was that's because you're stupid!
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R~view by Jon Bowman
Although I revere Liza Minelli
with a passion I. reserve for few
performers. (Brando, Connery,
and Charlotte Rampling, among
them), I have no choice but to admit facts. Liza (a Ia Lucky Lady)
is no star. Unless it be Armour.

As Claire, the female third of a
rum-running trio, she is totally
upstaged from the most unexpected quarter, or should I sa)(
third. That third belongs to Burt
Reynolds, the macho,
Cosmopolitan boy wonder has
come ofage. His performance in
Lucky Lady is subtle, but powerful. It is also very funny.
From the varied press given
this film, it seems most of Liza's
problems are being credited, to a,
last minute decision by director
Stanley Donen to change the
movie's ending. Undoubtedly,
· this decision diminished Lucky
Lady (its original ending had
Reynolds as Walker and Gene
Hackman as Kibby die in their effort to fight The Syndicate). But
no ending could have salvaged
what is basically a trite,
derivative l\Cting job by Minelli.
From the film's opening, when
she parades across the stage of a
cheap Mexican dive, we are
already tipped off that another
Cabaret-style blitzer is in the of·
fing. the problem is that although
the Cabaret era of Germany and
the American Roaring Twenties
bear some resemblances, neither
can be mistaken for the other.
. Minelli has done so, apparently
unaware of the fact that once an
.actress is typed, she may as well
give up pretending to be an actress. Bette Davis (after What
Ever Happened To Baby Jane?)
is a case in point.
The problems of Lucky Lady
go well beyond Minelli though.
Screenwriters Gloria Katz and
Willard Huyck (the pair who
coined American Graffiti) seem
out of their league here.
American Graffiti was nostalgic)

liiiii.,..lliililiiilliooiiiiiiiilllll
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However, unlike A me ric an
Graffiti, Lucky Lady often seems
strained. Its first half, in particular, is sh'eer murder-one
can't even sit back and enjoy
nostalgic frenzy. One can only
gnash one's teeth. Or squeeze
one's empty popcorn container.
Or hope the bloody mess will
finish soon with an obligatory
happy ending.
And the happy ending does
arrive (courtesy of Don en's last
minute decision). Fortunately
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though, it is preceded by some .....
moments of breezy camp as well 0C'>
as by Reynolds' unsung heroics.
t;:1
.....
All told, Luc!cy Lady is a disap- I"
pointment. It's not an awful '<
movie, at least not when com- 0t:"'
pared to the 400-odd which ap- o"'
·pear annually. The film is simply 0
"-<
quaint.
Consider the scenario: A ::0~
Hollywood film company 'pays eJ
half a million for a script. It hires '<
one of the two most popular ac- t..:l
tresses on the scene today (the !<:l
other is Streisand). It finds two ......
<.C
well-known actors as well. It then -'1
hires a veteran director known "'
for his abilities in working with
actresses. Before everything is
finished, over $13 million will be
surtk into the final film product
Lucky Lady-a quaint movie for
a quaint, complacent Bicentennial America.

"'

A.S.U.N.M. Presents
An Evening With ...

LilyTomlln

Monday, January 26, 1976, 8:00p.m. Popej~y Hall
Tickets at SUB Box Office, Goldstreet Circus,
Natural Sound II & Ca~dyman (Santa Fe)

I i1e year is 2024...
a future you'll probably live to see.

See Firesign Theatre Out
Of the Radio and Capt.
Video Serial.

Arthur miller's.
Chilling Dfomo of-the
So. Iem Witch Trio. Is

/f'\"

TeM FeebERY

SAMURAI Film-Feast

THE CRUCIBLE

Ftl- Sun

SahJUro

Thurs. Fri. Sot. -Jon. 22, 23, 24 - 8:15
Sun. - Jon. 25 - 2:15

and Specials Starting Sunday
.

·
Tickets $3.50, 3.00, 2.50
·Students $1.00 Discount·
Tel.

t:ID©s1 CIDO'D@J [}oo® @J®®
Starts Friday 6:30 8:15 10:00
m
KRST move
CID

Firesign Funnies

The Classics Theatet
Presents

Presents

4310 Central S.E.

..

AND THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

Jlepino's Eln Eentral
'

"'

it was also nearly contemporary,
produced on a low budget and full
of slapdash action of a jolly,
adolescent sort. Lucky Lady is
obviously nostalgic (we need only
look at the hazy photography or
listen to the sharp 20's dialogue
to know this),

"'

The Cultural Program Committee

...

..

"Lucky Lady"
Directed by Stanley Donen
Playing at the Cinema East

1

"d
aq

277-312.1

Oireeted -bY Kurosawa,
i.one Samurai defeats an
entire clan

Mon

~Toes

SEVEN
SAMURAI
The epic of Samuri films
7 Samuri against 40 thekfes

and yoo are there

6:00 8:00 10:00

7:30 only

Wed. Thut

STRAY DOG
Ntu Samu-ri, but Is
KurosaWtJ and Mifune.

A police detective follow's
his O<Nn weapons trail
of bollets.

Quild theatre
3405 central n.e.

phone 285-0220
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Gymnasts to Host Southern Illin-ois Tonight
By Russ Parsons
UNM gymnastics coach Rusty
Mitchell is optimistic going into
the opening meet of his power·
packed home schedule, despite
the fact that his Lobos are facing
one of the toughest teams in the
nation and that they are without
• one of their top three allarounders.
Southern Illinois finished third .
in the NCAA finals last year but
is unranked this season despite
toppling second-ranked LSU.
"A 205 will win the meet," Mit·
chell said of tonight's 7:30 clash

with. highly-ranked Southern ny around, but it won't hurt us."
Illinois. "They beat LSU with a
Tonight's meet opens a home
206, but that was at Southern ·schedule featuring national
Illinois," he continued, implying powers SIU, Oklahoma and In·
that SI scorers might have in- diana State, Arizona State and
flated the home team's score--but LSU. The meet starts at 7:30
by just a little bit of course.
p.m. in Johnson Gym.
U N M w i II b e w i t h o u t
Comparing the two teams, Mitsophomore Donny Evins, who chell said that UNM and SIU
was the Lobos' No. 3 all- were even in floor exercise, pomarounder. He quit the team after mel horse and vaulting while the
a disagreement with Mitchell. visitors held the edge in rings
"Donny's quitting just means and parallel bars. He said that he
that !Doug) Day will start," the was not sure how they compared
coach said. "It was good for com- in high bar.
petition in the gym to have Don''We're getting good help from
Steve.(Ortiz)
and (Mark) Messer·
Si.:••:.:••:at..:a:••:.:..:.:••:.:•o:.:•..-.....-,.;•o;a...•l"...,........-......,........
R"~"~tt!l!u~..~••:r..,~.z...!l!tt-.,. a•f!P.-!".er!P..,_.,.,. ~
....._ vy in floor ex, (John) Eberle and
~ ~
~ ~ !Chuck) Walter in pommel horse,
(John) Bernal in rings, Messervey, Ortiz and (Perry) Genovese
in vaulting," Mitchell said,
assessing his team by events.
and Ortiz have been
Complete ski package starting at $99.00
~ "Bernal
doing well in parallel bars and
Day, Ortiz and Messervey are
strong in the high bar."
I
..
Mitchell also said that the
~
I~
Lobos are ranked either 15th or
16th in the nation now and that a
.~ plus-200 performance would
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probably vault them into the top
10.
"We're ranked high now," he
said, "and we haven't even gotten our full team in a meet. I'm
pretty sure a good performance
would help a lot."
So far this season UNM has
competed only in multi-team
open or invitational meets. The
Lobos went to the Rocky Mountain Open in Denver during
December and recently hosted
the Lobo Open.
After this competition, the
gymnasts will get about a week's
rest before traveling to Los
Angeles for the UCLA In·
vitational and a dual meet with
Cal State-Fullerton.

Pre-Inventory Sale

purchases of wine,
· liquor and beer.
Sale. ends January 31

.

Call us for information on our Ski Touring
Clinics .. , Complete Ski Touring Outfitters ...
Ski Touring Rentals ... Instruction.
'}
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6307 Menaul NE 881·5223
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· ··Sports ·

Save from 9°/o
to 140fo on all

. .See touring tfirough
Mountain Chalet's eyes . '

·

35 Winrock
Center NE.
298-7811

w~~!!!~TS

They will not compete at home
again until they host Oklahoma
and Indiana State in a double
dual on Feb. 6. They will travel to
Colorado the next w.ookond,
visiting Colorado and" Colorado
State before returning home to
host conference arch-rival
Arizona State. The next weekend
the Lobos return the favor by
visiting both the §lun Devils and
Arizona.
They will then return home to
host their last two meets of the
season, on March 1 against LSU
and March 5 against Brigham
Young. After a two-week break
they go to Fort Collins, Colo,, for
the Western Athletic Conference
championships and then the
NCAA championships in Temple,
Pa., during the first three days of
April.
Ever optimistic, Mitchell has
included the Olympic Trials and
the Final Olympic Trials on the
Lobo schedule. They are May 20
and 22 and June 25 and 26 respectively.

By Wendell Hunt
ning the Monday before the game
The number of students
On January 17, 1976, 18,081 and continuing up to the day allowed in would be determined
fans jammed into the Arena to before the game.
by the number of general ad·
see the Lobos play Nevada-Las
On game day, the remaining mission seats sold. If 7000
Vegas in basketball.
reserve seats become available to students continued to show up
This was the greatest number the public for general admission for every game then the number
of people to ·ever see a UNM sale. Students can still pick U):l of student seats might P!>Ssibly
game in the Arena. The previous reserve seat tickets on game day, be increased somewhat. ·
high was 18,008 for the New but the students-·''are no longer
MCDONALD ALSO NOTED
Mexico State game.
given the first choice of the seats. that UNM students have one of
Many people speculate thlit They are issued on a first come, the best programs for student
20,000 actually attended the af· first serve basis to anyone, seating in the country. The
fair, but due to fire regulations student or not. The tickets can be University of Arizona for examwhich state that only 18,100 pick~d up at the ticket office in ple has an athletic fee nearly
people can be in the arena at one the southeast corner of the double that of UNM and the
time, the announced figure was arena.
students still' have to pay a dollar
18,081.
Over the· past several years, to see the games.
ONE
FACTOR
CON· only an average of 1800 students
At the University of Kansas,
TRIBUTING to this record ha:ve been attending UNM students have to decide early in
breaking crowd was the- ex- basketball games. This leaves the year which games they wish
pansion the Arena underwent about 900 seats in the students· to attend, and they are .o?ly
this past summer which added only section that are possibly allowed four. The remammg
2000 balcony seats to the pit.
going unused. Including the· games they must pay to see.
But a more important factor in reserve section, there are still . The $12.50 athletic fee UNM
record breaking attendance 1800 seats that are still available students pay is small indeed.
games is the students.· While to the students.
Students. really should not comevery other seat in the Arena
THEN WHY ARE the studen- plain considering all of the events
remains a constant, it is the num· ts finding it difficult to find a seat they get to see. The students are
ber of students that show up for a at the games? One must remem- wanted at the games. They
game that determines the final ber that these figures listed are provide outstanding support.
averages and there may be more
attendance.
THE 3600 STUDENT seats
. ON THESE NIGHTS, many students there than there are could be sold to the public as
students rush to the Arena early seats av.ailable.
season tickets for about $30 each,
How was the number of seats but it's not the money that is
to stand in line so as to be
assured a good seat, if assured a allotted to the students deter· wanted, it'sthe students.
seat at all. The UNLV game was mined?
no exception. About 3400 studenSeveralyears ago, a committee · .
ts attended the game and many of.s~udents. athletic ~dfound upon arriving there was no mJnJstrators, along w1th·
place to sit. The student section representatives from ASUNM,
seemed completely filled. Even studied student attendance and
well into the game many studen- arrived at the decision that 3600
ts were still standing.
seats was a good, fair amount of
There are 3600 seats reserved seats for the students to have.
for UNM students in the Arena. The number was based on the
A two credit hour course ofOne must have a validated average amount of students who fered through the University of
athletic ID in order to roost in had attended previous games.
~ Santa Clara will be taught by
this area. 2700 of these seats are
NOW, LET'S ASSUME a UNM baseball coach Bob Leigh
in the three rows of orange bench hypothetical situation. Supose starting Jan. 21. The course is
seats along the west side of the that 7000 students showed up for entitled Recent Developments
Arena.
a game. UNM Athletic Director and Trends in Baseball Coaching.
Just to the south of these, are Lavon McDonald said students
The class will be held on Wedthe remaining 1100 yellow bench would be allowed to enter the nesday nights and will have a
seats in which students may sit.
arena until the total attendance weekend three-hour long lab.
HOWEVER, THESE SEATS reached the 18,100 mark, then no There will be a tuition and
are on a reserve basis. Students more would be allowed to enter. registration fee. No credit costs
wanting a reserve seat must pick The rest would be left out in the less. For further info call Leigh
at 277-5121 or 298-3071.
up the tickets for this area begin- cold.

c. oach Let·gh
Has Course

LICE?
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wipes them out
The single application liq•
uid that kills body, head
and crab lice and their
eggs on contact. Simple
and safe to use. No prescription needed. Ask
your druggist for Triple X.

vn11n<Tc

Drug Products CorpW.
5, Piscataway, NJ 08804
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· By Randy Builder
Students can pick up. tickets for this weekend'·s basketball games ~
....><:
at the SUB box office under an experimental program initiated by n
ASUNM President Alan Wilson and UNM Athletic Director Lavon 0tj
McDonald.
....I'>
McDonald said. the program was started because many com· '<:
plaints have been received by students in the past who have ·been t"'
0
unable to go down to the Arena box office to get the tickets.
Thomas Hogg who operates the SUB box office said he has 9cr'
received 100 tickets for· each of the basketball games to be played ......
this weekend (Arizona and ASU). Hogg said he is ''set to go" to I'>
::s
cmitinue the program throughout the semester if it proves to be ;::::
successful this weekend.
"">;
'<:
Students who want a date ticket or to reserve a ticket for them· [\;)
selves for tomorrow's game will be able to pick up tickets at the [\;)
SUB box office until noon today or they may be picked up at the ~
Arena until 5 p.m. today.
"'-'1
Tickets for Saturday's games will be available at the SUB box of· 0>
fice till noon tomorrow or at the Arena till 5 p.m. tomorrow.
Students with validated athletic ID cards can get a date ticket
for $4 or they can reserve a seat for themselves for free.
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COED & WELL FED
The College Inn Is Coed
in both buildings, all floors

This Spring You Can.
leave your car - no gas
no commuting, walk to class

All The Food You Can Eat
No worry about fbpd prices,
we do the shopping and the dishes

·Maid Service - Linens
w~

do the cleaning and make your bed
~

DIMeaehl
;~'"'

Telephoa.e 243·2881

303 Ash St. NE

~

.

50Cfo OFF ~
a
atlobo
~

I
~
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TRIPLEX
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Athletic IDs
Students must validate their
athletic ID cards this week if
they intend to go to this
weekend's basketball games.
Photo Services, 1820 Las Lomas,
will stamp the cards.

Reserve, Date Tickets
Available in SUB
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CLASSIFIED
A'DVERTISING
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Rate!!: 15cents per word per day, one dollar
minimum, Advertisements run live or more
consecutive days with no changes, nine cen·
ts per word per day tno refunds U cancelled
before five insertional. Classified ad•
Vl!rtisements must bl! paid in advanel!.
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Marron Hall room 131 or by mail to;
Classified Advertising, UNM Bolt 20,
· Albuquerque,N.M, 871~1

6. EMPLOYMENT
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laundry, one block from UNM, $138, $75 deposit.•
VIEW CAMERAS: Kodak Master View. 4x5
BASIC P.HOTOBRAPHY COURSE forming. How·
See managers at 215 Yale Blvd S.E. or 401 Har·
Monorail, Calumet 4x5. Speed graphic 2'1•"x3 1/• ",
to·do·it, taught by art-oriented professional. No
vard S.E. 1/22
Ektar lens, Rangefinder, focal plane shutter, with
history, chemistry or esthetics, but nil about
6 cut film holders, Lin hoff Super Technica III with
camera operation, lenses, exppsure, darkroom
CI'J'ADEL APARTMENTS-An apartment com.
Super Rollex 6x7 back, 5 holders, 105mm
production, films. Black·and-white emphasized.
plex f()r the young and the young at heart. Rents
Schneider Xen11r lens, View Camera lens, 127mm
One three-hour lecture weekly, individualized in·
start at $140, Largli swimming pool. Efficiencies &
to 1BOmm, $25 to $125, H<!sselblad 500C with
struction and heavy practice in excellent · 1·bdrm available, furnished or unf11rnished.
80mm Planar {2,8, rapi<l wind crank, wind back,
d11rkroom ne11r UNM. Discussions, critiques, field
Walking dl$tance to UNM, 1520 Unjver(lity N.E.,
trips. Absolute beginn(lrs welcome, or in·
243-2494, 2/13
•
pis.tol.t .s:rip, ex. tens. ion.. tu. be.• etc, Can. b. uy. with 250
SonmfPlcns and attache case at big savings, Canon
termediate. Expensive but intensive. J,imitcd to
WOMAN
SHARE
APARTMENT.
No
pets,
non·
F·l, 50mm f1,8 lens and case. Leica M-3, 50mm
twelve very s!lrious persons, starting around
smoker, 20 minutes UNM, $40, 299·2864. 1/2:}
Dual Sumicron meter, and case. Trades welcome,
Fehruar>" 10. Class fills fast. so reserve a place
G\)nrunner, 3107 Central NE, 1/23
ATTRACTIVE room, private entrance/bath, SE,
n()w. Details: A-Photographer, 265-2444. 1/23
shag carpet, 296·6708 .. 1/23
FAMOUS
QUIVIRA
.BOOKSHOP
and
20 USED TV's. $30·$60. 441 Wyoming N.E., 255·
APARTMENT WITH Private entrance near
Photography Gallery is 1/2 block from Johnson
5987. 3/1
University $85 per month, .265-6969 or 268·
Gym on Cornell. Special order service. tfn
BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 118 San .0504. 1/26
Pedro S,E. 265-0335. Color TV's, tape decks,
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED graduate
stereos, amplifiers, auto radios, install burglar
student preferred, 842·6770. 1/26
alarms. 10°,0 discount for students with ID, Quick
SUNNY UPSTAIRS ROOMS. $90, $80 no PART TIME JOB. Graduat3e students only, Afservice. Used TV's for sale. l/23
ternoons & evenings. Must be able to work Friday
smoking, c~ildren welcome. 268·1654. 1/27
& Saturday nights. MU'st be 21 years old. Apply in
EXPERIENCED TYPIST; Manuscripts, theses,
ROO~OR RENT. SE. $75 mo. split utilities. 255person, no phone calls please. Save WI\Y Liqor
papers. etc. 50c per double-spaced· page, 345·
6661. 1/27
Stores, 5704 Lomas N.E .. 5516 Mena.ul N .E. 1/30
3288. 1/22
WANTED ROOMMATE for a spacious three STUDENT NEEDED to care for live interior
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION photos, Lowest
bedroom house. $75 plus utilities, 842·1826, l/23
plants in major department store in Albuquerque.
prices in town! Fast, pleasing. Near UNM. Call
Some experience \Vith interior plant care
265-2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE, tfn
required. Two hours' per week during day or
MATURE YOUNG WOMAN will. babysit my
evening. Salary $50 per month. All supplies
home ncar UNM. 243-4776, 1/23
provided. Please send r!lSUmf.l to Cardiff
.Associates Inc., 4607 Camden Drive, Corona Del
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM selectric.
EXPERT SKIERS; Volkl Sapparo Skis 194cm. Mar, California 92625 immediately if interested.
Guaranteed accuracy with reasonable rates. 298Look Nevada bindings new $210, excellent con- Interviewing at store in early February for
7147. 1/23
qualified applicants. 1/23
dition. $70. 842-0248. 1/23
GE'l'TING MARRIEP? Call Creative Services for
VIDEO TAPE, Sony 1/2", 30 minute. Used, $5per NEED EXTHA MONEY? Sell your handmade
invitations & photography aL low cost. 299·
role, Audio Video Consultants, 17 Scottsdale clothing, crafts. Hand Stitch .Co-op, 2090 Central
7930. 1/23
Village, 3107 Eubank N.E., 298·3529. 1/23
· SE. l/23.
BELLY DANCING CLASSES at The Blue
BABYSITTER NEEDED. Two afternoons each
LEV!'S-BLUE JEAN big bells always at The
Hareem, 2217 Lead S.E .. 255·1967. 1/22
week, Close to UNM and Monte Vista Elcmen·
Lobo Men's Shop. 2120 Central SE,, 243·6954. trn
NEED SOMETHING TYPED? Call Lynn. 266tary. Dorm residents welcomed. 263·8320. 1/23
WHY RENT? Former student moving up; selling
0760. 1/30
Student to help student .in wheel
WANTED:
8 x 40 house trailer: good shape, good neighLAW SCHOOL ADMISSION test Feb. 7. Prepare
borhood. Sunshine, privacy, economy, comfort. chair, Must be strong, literate, and available af·
now, call Professional Educators of New Mexico,
ternoons. Call Robert Clark at 842·1410. 1/23
$1500, 294-1733 after 6 p.m. 1/23
Inc. 255-4050. 1/30
TEACHERS at all levels, Foreign & Domestic
BOOKS
FOR
SALE.
Data
Processing
201
&
COLOR TV REPAIR. Only after 6p.m. $2.60. 266·
Business Communications 265. Call 299-1502 for a Teachers. Box 1063, Vancouver, Wash.
6!,194. 1/22
98660. 1/27
better buy. 1/23
MIDDLE EASTERN Belly Dance taught by Mar·
PIONEER
SX-939
receiver
$445,
Pioneer
Ctjorie, 2217 Lead SE. All levels, 247-1830. 1/27
F7171 cassette tape deck $260. Both brand new,
still in boxes. 298-8370 before 9:00 or after 7:00
CLUB CAFE·Ncw Mexican Food, everything
p.m. 1/27
deliciously homemade, corner Lomas & Broad·
way, 11-2,5 to 7:30. 1/26
NEW LANGE SKI BOOTS, size 8. Must sell im·
CAMPUS COMPACT APTS. New Large color·
C4 oneself: CoUcchouseattheBakery. 1/21!
fully decorated furnished studio apts. Built-in
mcdiat.ely. Best offer. 242·1489. 1/29
JEWELRY
CLASSES ..Tom Thomason, casting
desk & breakfast bar, shower over tub, walk·in
NEW BOWMAR MX 100 scientific calculator. 20
February 2-6; constru~:Uon February 17·21. Call
closets, harvest gold appliances, outside
function with memory, Adapter and case included.
262-0572 or come by 3529 Constitution NE. 1/23
slorageroom. Across the street from grocery &
881·7158.

1. PERSONALS

NICK, Meet me at Carrara's for lunch tomorrow.
~ Mary. 1/22
ATTENTION: UNM BOOKSTORE return~
~
C1) policy: Books purchased for the spring semester
1976 may be returned for Full pricll through Sat.
Feb 14 provided: 1) books must be in new con·
C\1 dition, 2) books must be accompanied by cash
'1""1 receipt, 3) Student I.D. must be present with
C1) return. 1/30
b.O CHINESE
TRADITIONAL
ARTS
of
~
cooking & language, classes now of·
P-1 Acupressure,
fered at C.C.C., 3015 Central NE, 268-7023, 1/23
C1)

·z

PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You have frien·
ds who care at Birthright, 247-98UI. tfn
BELLY DANCE SEMINAR by Roman Balladine
Jan. 24-25.265-1834,898-4747. 1/26
NEED A REST !rom Mom's cooking· foot long
hot. dogs 35c, 3 ti1111. Okie's. 1/23
.LAW STUDENT Seeks Foxy lady with Cine mind.
299·1.637. 2/13
AGORA is tho student crisis center, located at the
NW corner of Mesa Vista. If you have any
problems you'd like to tall. auout, 01' if you'd just
like to rap, call or come in, 277·3013. 1/23

5. FORSALE

8. MISCELLANEOUS

2.

LOST & FOUND

FOUND: Lucy Anr1 Kay's $tudent 1D card. Claim
at Marron Hall131. 1/26
FOUND: While female kitten with collar in
Popejoy P11rking.Lot, 344·5266to claim. 1/27
LOST 12/15/75 male orange tabby, 100 block
Princeton SE. Reward. Patricia 277·6250, 265·
8679. 1/23
~----~---------------LOST: GOLD
FLY set w/slones, Fell off ring,
Sentimental value. Reward. 277-5395. 1/28

·Mgkers of-HandMade Indian Jewelry

I ,

OLDTOWN

-CRABS?
TRIPLEX
wipes them out
The single application liquid that kills body, head
and crab lice and their
eggs on contact. Simple
and safe to use. No prescription needed. Ask
your druggist for Triple X.

Y0ungs Drug Products Corpffi
P.O. Box 5, Piscataway, NJ 08854

~==--~~~~------~

*Attention -Juniors *
Interested in earning $8°0
for on.e hour of your time??

SERVICES

The Bell System will conduct a recruiter training conference during the week of February 2, 1976 at the
White Winrock Motel. Several juniors are needed for
practice interview sessions:
. All majors are welcome if interested in a business career

TAO & LIFE
TAl-CHI, KUNG-FU
With breathing secret

and have good grades.
Women and minorities are encouraged to apply.

Learn With Us!

get your hair cut with the Morkhom
tor sn or ten(o lot tess than $55} The

Chinese
Culture
Center

...

Covered
-wl"ago.n·

4. FORRENT

LOS'l' Black male afghan puppy. Tan paws,
vicinity Lead & Girard. Tags No.15476. Reward •
•2664345. 1/28

3.

·

lnrovolor ShOp listed below oHers you styling

methods developed by J'orn Markham. In ad·
exclusiva sourcas of too much·wonted
Innovator Grooming Products Indulge your·

.

Gain the experience of ap. actual job interview;
·
and make money too!!

l\artla.._ lntemaHonal

268-7023

Hair Design Centre

3015 Central N .E.

Transportation will be provided.

"Head Trips for Dudes • Dolls"

Contact the Career Services Center in
Mesa Vista Hall at once for further details.

Tequila Shots

~ct

Tequila Sunrise

~~ct
All Nite
E.

Ne\NMexica Daily Lobo
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico
Daily Lobo
time(s) beginning
- - · , under the heading
(circle one): 1. Personals;
Lost & Found; 3. Services:- 4. For Rent; 9.
For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel 8. Miscellaneous.

2:·

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

,,
Classified Advertising Rates
15¢ per word, $1.00 ~inimum charge
Terms Cash in advance

Marron Hall~ Room 132
Q

•.

:

Enclosed$-·-·-·_Placed bY-~~--Telephone __ .. --~- ..-,'

Mail To
UNM Box 2q, University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque~ New Mexico 87131

